
Badoo - Meet New People

**About Badoo**

Badoo is the largest dating community worldwide and has by now more than 360 million

members. 

With Badoo you easily meet new people. The app shows you which singles are in your

surroundings. You can give Likes to singles or even send a present to singles which you

particularly like. In order that you become more familiar with the single person, Badoo has a

private chat where you can send messages or stickers or start a video call. 

**Badoo – features:**

-	Find singles in your surroundings: With more than 360 million users, Badoo is the largest dating

community in the world. Due to the large community, you will quickly discover interesting people in

your surroundings. The app presents you singles in your vicinity. You can like singles or send

singles special presents to show them your interest. In order that all people in your surroundings

are shown, the app needs your location and you have to set the search radius.  

-	Bear everything in mind: Badoo not only informs you about every Like, but also notifies you about

visitors. In addition to that, you can also select favorites. Save particularly interesting people in the

category “favorites” in order to find them again quickly. 

-	Chance encounter: Badoo has a special feature which shows you if you met the single person

before by accident. Badoo compares your locations and squares if you were at the same location

at the same time before. Maybe you remember the single person or maybe you can start your

conversation even more quickly with this information. 

-	Easy communication: If you found an interesting single person, you can easily communicate with

him or her in the app. You can send messages or stickers in a private chat or even start a video

call. Become more familiar with each other and arrange a meeting when the chemistry is right.

Conclusion: Badoo enables you to meet new people in your surroundings. Since the app has a

large community with more than 360 million users, you will discover many interesting people. Take

a look at singles in your vicinity, like particularly interesting singles and become more familiar with

people in private chats.  


